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Y.S.Shifrin 
Kharkov Institute of Radio Electronics 

Lenin Avenue. 14 . Kharkov.310726. Ukraine 

The present paper gives a short characteristics of the statistical 
antenna theort (SAT) nature and current state . This theory allows to study 
to the full extent the properties of the real antennas being in principle 
radiating systems with random sources. In brief form the paper presents: 
the SAT contents, methods of this theory direct and inverse problems solu
tion, the main effects. characterizing the influence of "randomness" in 
antennas on their parameters. 

1. Introouction 

The statistical antenna theory is a theory of antennas with random 
sources. Ampl itude ,phase , sources polarization. their number. orientation 
etc. can be random. In one case the fluctuations (random errors) emerge in 
antenna itself due to the antenna elements manufacture inaccuracies,their 
parameters instability, failures. operation (weight. wind. thermal) defor
matlons etc. In other cases fluctuations are caused by propagation condi
tions of the wave falling on the antenna. The presence of the randomness 
in the antenna deteriorates its characteristic~, limits their maximum at
tainable values. This is of particular importance for large reflector an
tennas am phased. antenna drYays. As the large antennas are extremely ex
pensive it is very important to know the reasons of the rardomness orlgln 
and their nature, to be able to compute their influence on the antenna pa
rameters . to synthesize antennas with allowance for the rarrlomness occur
ring in them.to know the possibilities to weaken their influence. Solution 
of all this questions constitutes the subject of the SAT appeared at the 
turn of the 60's. 

As the practice confirms at present the large expensive antennas de
sign. computation of their real and maximum attainable characteristics 
with allowance for random design factors, different operation conditions. 
and also the medium influence are impassible without use of the SAT to a 
certain extent. its approaches and results. The reasonable requirements to 
antenna production. tolerances. antenna elements parameters stability. 
their reliability are formed. on the SAT basis. 

From the above said it follows that the range of problems solved by 
the SAT is rather wide. 

For the f i rst time the SAT as a new scientific direction was thoro
ughly formulated in the monograph Ill. For the time passed after appea
rance of [1] many papers directed to the development of the general the
ory. to the generalization of the results presented in [1]. various appli
cation problems solution are published . The aim of the given survey con
sists in presentation in a short f~~ of the SAT modern concept - its con
tents, the degree of studying of the theory various sections. the most im
portant for practice results. The greater part of results given in this 
S\..D"Vey is based on the previcusly published results of the author. this is 
marked in t he text by the corresporrling references. 

2. The SAT Contents 

The basic relations of the general antenna theory combined with pro-
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tebi li ty theory arrl rarrlam functions theory form the basis of the SAT ap
paratus. 

"As in the common (deterministic) antenna theory. it is p::ssible to 
single out two large sections in the SAT devoted to the solution of direct 
ani inverse problems, respectively (Fig .1) . 

SAT 

I 
direct problems inverse problems 

(synthesis or restorations) 

I I I I 
internal I I external I I internal I I external 

finding of characteristics J 
I I I 

means fluctu- corre- statistical deterministic-
ations lations statistical 

Fig.l Contents of SAT 

The direct problem consist in determination of the antenna radiation 
field statistics with either rand~ess origin mechanism. The problem is 
divided, as a rule. into two irrleperxient problems-internal am external 
ones. The aim of the internal problem solution consists in firrlirg of sta
tistics of source distribution in antenna. The external problem consist in 
fiming of the antenna field statistics by the found source statistics. Je 
a rule three groups of statistical characteristics are studied: antenna 
parameters mean values, their fluctuations aOO antenna field correlation 
properties. The latter characterize the coupling of the antenna field flu
ctuations in the "adjacent" IXJints of space. 

The SAT inverse problem is interned to define the antenna. "statisti
cal" structure by its radiation field given statistics. The inverse proD
lem (similarly the direct one) is also divided into two problems: the in
ternal arrl externa.l, lut the sequence of their solution is another one. At 
first the external problem is solved. The aim of its solution consists in 
finding the source distribution statistics in the antenna by the given ra
diation field statistics. 

Here there may te two types of such problems: the synthesis problems 
when it is necessary to fim the statistics of source distribJtion in the 
antenna which provides for the antenna field statistical characteristics 
optimum in any sense, and the restoration (reconstructions) problems when 
it is needed to determine by the known radiation field statistics ~nat the 
statistics of the source distribution in the antenna is. After solution of 
the external inverse problem the internal problem shoold l:e solved . In the 
synthesis problems the aim of its solution is to define the antenna struc
ture which wi 11 guarantee the source distribJtion in the antenna fourrl in 
the course of the external problem solution. In the restoration problems 
the internal problem has for an object to determine what state of the an
tenna (or what values of the wave propagation mediUlfl parameters) aflSW'ers 
to the statistics of sources in the antenna found in the course of the ex
ternal problem solution. 
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The inverse deterministic-statistical problems connected with finding 
of such sources regular distribution. which in presence of fluctuation 
with kno~n statistics of the antenna provides optimal (or measured) an
tenna statistical characteristics aJ.~e very important. 

Let us consider in short the methcd.s and the most important resul ts 
of the direct and inverse SAT problems solution. 

3. Direct problems 

3 .1. D:ternal problems. The direct external problems is most developed and 
most commonly used in practice section of the SAT. The foundations of this 
theory arrl its application to antennas of the main types (continuCU5 am 
discrete) are treated in (1]. The expression for separate realization of 
radiation field of the antenna belonging to this or that class taking into 
account the presence of fluctuations in it is the initial one. According 
to this expression using the antenna theory general formulae one can 
estimate its various characteristics such as radiation pattern (RP), its 
width, directivity gain (DG) . side lobe level (SLL) etc. Now using the 
apparatus of the ramom functions theory and. data arout the source 
statistics the mean values of antennas parameters. their fluctuations am 
field correlation characteristic are fou.rrl. by a large number of 
realizations averaging. 

The main in all these researches is to establish the basic effects 
characterizing the antenna parameters change in the presence of "random
ness" in them. to ascertain these effects dependence on the sources proba
bilistic properties. 

The most complete computations in [1] are carried out for linear con-
tinuous synphasal system with a uniform amplitude distrirution Ao and ran--

dom phase fluctuations <P (x). 
For such a system the expression for a separate field realization can 

be witten as , 
f (", ) - Ao J exp{j[ql (x)"l'x»dx (1) 

-, 
where ~= (~L/A ) sin8. L - is the antenna dimension, A - is a wave length. 9 
- is an angle measured. from the normal to the system axis. x=2zlL is a re
lative coordinate. z - is a coordinate along the anteTU1a. It is convenient 
t o assume Ao ~l 12 . Then for the system without errors fo ("' ) - (sin!})/",. 

The function <P (x) is considered to be a normal homogeneous random 

functi on with a mean value <p <x)=O, qis~rsion <p2 ( X) = (( (x) ~ ex am cor
relation coefficient r = exp{- (x-x ) I c }. Here c - is a correlation ra, 
dillS in relative units connected with the correlation radius of phase flu
ctuations along the antenna p by the relation c = 2p/L. 

The expression (1) with the accepted assumptions about <P (x ) is taken 
as a initia l one for finding the linear antenna field statistics. The ge
neral formu las dl~e obtained for the main antenna statistical characteris
tics, their various particular cases are regarded. The numerous plots cha
racterizing the dependence of statistical parameters on dispersion and 
correlation radius of phase fluctuation are cited . 

Later the developed in [1] theory for the far zone was generalized 
also to the Fresnel zone (2). Its practical significance has essentially 
increased of late due t o the mcdem antennas dimension increase (and, res
pectively, to the far zone bourrlary moving away) am also due to the fMC 
problem intensification. 

For the Fresnel zane the following e)"''Pression will be the initial in-
stead of [1) 
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f(ljJ . Xl- -2-J exp{j [<jl(XI+ljJx-xx
2

))dx -. 
where X "" kL

2 cos2
8/SR, k ". zn;/7I. is a wave number. R is a distance from the 

antenna center. The rest symbols have the same sense as those in (1). As 
the value X contains R. then the field angular distribution (or antenna's 
RP. if to use conventionally this notion in the Fresnel zone) will be de
pendent on the distance. That is why one has to study additionally in the 
Fresnel zone a number of regularities and effects having no analogs in the 
far zone. As such we can irrlicate all regularities defining the evolution 
of the field statistical characteristics in the longitudal direction [2]. 

The relation (2) can:be formally used for the analysis of the antenna 
field statistics focused to the point in the Fresnel zone . In this case it 
is necessary to carry out the substitution of X by 

1t;L
2 

1 1 

XF~~ (R --R-) .. 
where Ry is a distance to the focus ln;J point. Appearance of RF in the ex-

pression for the field of the focused antenna leads to emergence of a num
ber of new (when compared with a unfocused system) statistical effects su
bject to analysis. Among them there are; the influence of the source fluc
tuations on the focal spot structure (its expansion. the symmetry degree). 
the spot fluctuations etc. 

Generally of the theory developed in [1. 21 is defined by that it is. 
in principle suitable for antennas of various types. different probabili
stic properties of sources, various mechanisms of fluctuations origin. The 
latter is reflected in particular in that the developed. apparatus is equ
ally suitable both for studyin;J the ensemble statistics when investigating 
the scatter of the same type antenna parameters with respect to antenna 
ensemble or time statistics when investigating the scatter of the anter~ 
parameters of one and the same antenna in time. 

As it has been shown in [1.21 the presence of rarrlomness in the 
antennas results in all its characteristics change. The nature of some of 
statistical effects. their dependence on the fluctuation parameter d and c 
one can see in Fig.2,3. Fig.2 shows the mean RP by power of the linear 

antenna 1 f(lfJl 12. 'I!ie curve 'i0rres:fOrxiing to (J. = 0 defines the RP in the 
areence of errors: fo(lJI):: (sin tV)/tV . As can be seen from Fig.2 the ran:iom 

errors in the source distrirution resul t in smoothing and. smearing of RP -
decrease of the field in the main direction, the "null" filling. the side 
lobe radiation increase. the main lobe broadening. 

Smoothing of the field interference picture takes place in the Fres
nel zone as well (Fig .3).But here it is expressed less boldly. It is asso
ciated with that in the Fresnel zone the initial di~Lribution of the f ield 
intensity (distribution without errors. (J. = 0) is already smoothed due to 
the influence of the phase errors caused by the finiteness of distance to 
the observation point. 

The important aspect of the cited investigations is determination of 
the range of fluctuations parameters (for example their correlation radii) 
by which these or those effects manifest themselves to the full extent. 
Thus. for example. for the broad-side antennas with small phase fluctu
ations the main influence of SI.L increase and D3 decrease is affected by 
the fluctuations with small correlation radii ( ~<L). Most unpleasant are 
the flUctuations for which P-A. As to the principle maximum direction de
viation and broadening of mean RP the main role here belongs to the fluc
tuations whose correlation radii are comparable with antenna dimensions. 
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The maximum of these effects take place when p-O.4L. 
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Fig.2 Mean linear antenna pat
tern for different a (c¥O.5l. 
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Fig.3 Distriwtion of the linear 
antenna mean field in}ensity in 
the Fresnel zone (R-L lZA) for 
different a (c-o.5). 

Rather important for practice is the fact that the ran:iomness in the 
antenna imposes serious restrictions on the attainable values of the an
tenna parameters. This limitation are connected with such concepts and ef
fects as the maximum DG (1]. the DG saturation (1]. the DG maximum attain
able value in synthesis [3]. the maximum attainable SLL [4.5J . Serious re
strictions impcsed on the SLL appreciably hamper the EMC arxi noise immu
nity problems of radio systems. 

Field fluctuations in the antenna aperture can be rather significant 
in some cases (in the transhorizon propagation lines. long short-wave li
nes. the presence of plasma. formations on the wave path). This leads to 
the RP essential distortion and sometimes the RP "scatters" altogether. 
SUch effects was observed. by us on the I ines of tropcspheric scatter pro
pagation [1). 

striving to overcome the indicated restrictions on the antenna chara
cteristics. has stimulated . in particular. development of new antenna con
struction principles including the transition to the adaptive systems 
(5.6]. Among them we have antennas "adapting" to the incident wave from 
distorted by the media influence of many types of self-focusing antenna 
res~rding to the fluctuations originatirg in the antenna i tsel f . 

In conclusion it should be noted on circumstance more. emerging in 
the course of the SAT direct external problems studyirg. Its essence con
sists in that a whole number of habitual concepts of the general antenna 
theory must be corrected or re-defined in the statistical approach to the 
antenna analysis. Thus. for example. in the antenna theory there exist the 
notions of the normalized RP. DG. the RP width etc. But by the statistical 
approach one should distirquish the mean normal ized RP and the normal ized 
mean RP. the mean DG can be defined in two ways (am. the result wi 11 be 
different). the mean value of the maximum. DG arrl the maximum. value of the 
mean rx; are different values . the width of the mean RP ard the mean width 
of RP also differ etc. Dependin;;J on the concrete sitUd.tion it is reaso
nable to use either this or that definition of the DG . the RP width etc. 

3.2. I nternal problems. The aim of the direct internal problems solu
tion. as has been noted already. is find the source statistics in the an
tenna (dispersions ard correlation radii of fluctuations. in particular), 
These data are the input one computin:} the antenna radiation field stat is-
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tics by the formulas of the external problems theory. The internal prob
lems in every case are solved in their own way depending on the fluctu
ations origin mechanism. the type and structure of the antennas. This ex
plains the fact that the number of works devoted to the internal problems 
were relatively small. Recently owing to the forced development of large 
expensive antennas the progress is outlined in the field of study of the 
random errors inherent to these antennas. 

For the reflector antennas the internal problem solution means above 
all estimation of the reflector random deformations resulting from the er
rors in manufacturing. erection and operation factors as well . So far it 
has been developed a number of a new rather precision methods of the mir
ror defonnations determination such as radars. laser phase ranJes. holo
graphic etc. ensuring an aCClD"'acy of a microns. Special measuring comp
lexes and. chambers for full-scale measurements of the large reflector an
tennas operation deformations are built. Algorithms and programs are deve
loped for computirg mechanical am thermal deformations of mirrors. simu
lation of possible conditions of operation of the satellite antennas. 

For the antenna arTays the internal problem solution consists in de
finition of the error statistics of array radiators exciting currents. In
accuracies in the array elements fabrication. instability of generators. 
amplifiers. phaser etc. can be the error sources. As a rule the errors of 
separate array elements are defined bo/ experiment. The deficiency of such 
approach consists in that it doe~ not take into account the source statis
tic variation with beam swinging resulting from the interaction of radi
ators. This has stimulated the appearance of a number of theoretical warks 
devoted to the investigations of the voltage fluctuations influence on the 
arrays input and fluctuations on its element parameters on the array field 
statistics. its DG and RP. Here the interaction of the radiators is fully 
taken into account. It should be noted the presence of works in which at 
the beginning the strict solution of the 00urrlary problem for separate ar
rays realization is found with the consequent application of the statisti
cal probing methcd (Honte-Carlo methcdl [7J. In this case there are no di
vision of the SAT direct problem into internal and external ones. 

It the field fluctuations in the aperttn""'e are introduced by the inci
dent wave then the internal problem represents in principle the wave pro
pagation problem in either of its statement. The possibilities to solve 
such problems recently broaden essentially due to successes of the theory 
of wave propagation in rardom media ani new wide experimental data in this 
field. 

Mare complete information concerning the SAT direct internal problems 
can be fcurd in [5. 6J . 

4. SAT inverse problems 

So far the antenna arrays deterministic - statistical synthesis ~ere 
given the most considerations to amorg the whole complex of the inverse 
SAT problems (Fig .1l. Host cOOIlDOnly synthesis was carried out proceeding 
from certain requirements to the integral parameters. Energy functional 
use formed the basis of it 

iii ~ I If(ihl' g,(UldO/ J If(u l l' g, (UldO. (3l 

4n 4IT 

Here 1 f(O) 12 is the mean RP by power of the array. 
an observation point. g are weightirq functions. 

'.' 
u is unit vector per 
Deperrling on their 

form the functional Cf represents this or that energy factor of the antenna. 
quality i.e. the mean DG. mean power scattering coefficient. the antenna 
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mean noise temperature etc. 
In the absence of errors az defines the antenna quality factors used 

in the deterministic synthesis theory. The use of the mean RP in (3) and 

respectively passing from az to az denotes an account of fluctuations in an
tennas in the course of their integral parameters optimization. 

In the case when the unknown in the optimization problem is the regu
lar amplitude and phase distribution CAPO), the problem solution method is 

as in [3]. The relation far ~ is recorded as two Hermitian forms relation 
with respect to the unknown APD column-vector. Then the maximum eigenvalue 
of the regular bunch of matrix, presenting the numerator and the denomina
tor of the relation (3) and the eigenvector corresponding to it which de-

fine the maximum az value and the optimal APD. is estimated with the linear 
algebra methods. In a number of cases (e.g. with fluctuations small or 
they are independent in different array elements) one succeeds in obtain
ing a solution in an explicit form. In the general case it is necessary to 
use the numerical methods. The rate of success here is defined by the ef
ficiency of large matrix inversion methods. 

If the amplitude distribution is the sought one in the optimization 
problem then the method. in generaL remains the same as in the Am syn
thesis. The more complicated prove to be the phase optimization problems 
presenting the peculiar interest (as the phase regulation is more simple 
and economic then the amplitude regulation) and the problems of the radi
ators optimum placement estimation. 

Besides the antenna integral parameters statistical optimization pro
blem the problems of their statistical synthesis by the given RP were also 
regarded. 

Here as the functional being optimized the following value was chosen 

(4) 

characterizi~ the degree of scattering of the synthesized RP f{u) about 
the given f (u) due to the source fluctuations. Weighting function g(u) in 

9 
(4) allows to regulate the given RP approximation accuracy in definite an
gular sector. 

The value ~2 represents generalization of the root-mean-square cri
terion ~2 {expression (4) without averaging signl used in deterministic 
synthesis theory. 

The synthesis problem consist in finding the regular source distrih.l-

tion minimizing the value (j2 in presence of "specified" fluctuations in 

this distrirution. If the APD is unknown, then ~2 is a sum of Hermitian 
matrix dnd linear form with respect to the APD. The problem solution re
solves itself into the positive definite matrix inversion with subsequent 
multiplication by the linear form vector. The solution is obtained in the 
explicit form for any antenna aTTays and arbitrary random errors. 

The above mentioned methods of the antenna statistical synthesis so
lution by the integral parameters or the given RP are similar to the me
thods of the analogous problems solution in the deterministic synthesis 
theory. But the results of their solution in a number of cases as with 
small distances between radiators (less than A/2) can significantly dif
fer . This is especially appreciable for the end-fire antenna arrays. 

statistical approach to the synthesis problem allows to receive gain 
(sometimes rather appreciable one) in the antenna parameters being opti
mized and it also allows to estimate practically attainable values of the 
antenna quality factors. 
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In principle, rather valuable feature of the statistical synthesis is 
that the account of fluctuations at the stage of the synthesis problem 
statement leads to the natural regularization of this problem, suppressing 
the superdirectivity effects. 

Conclusion 

A short study of the SAT present state carried out in this survey 
shows that it has been done much in this field until now. The direct ex
ternal problems theory turns to be more developed. It has been shown that 
the source fluctuations in antennas significantly influence the antenna 
radiation field structure in the far and Fresnel zones. impose limitations 
on the attainable values of the main antenna parameters, dictates in a nu
mber of cases the choice of new antenna design principles. 

The framework of the survey has defined rather shortened presentation 
even of the most important results of the SAT. Some interesting questions 
have been omitted at all. Among them are. for example . the statistic of 
antenna integral characteristics [2J, the theory of random arrays [8], the 
statistical restoration problem [3 .5J. statistical aspect of the antenna 
measurement theory [9], etc. (see reviews [5.6] ). Now the degree of study
ing of the SAT various directions is rather different. Some of them (such 
as the inverse problem theory) need further dev~lopment. Steadily relative 
to practical requirements new problems emerge as well. The noted circums
tances make further investigations in the SAT field rather actual. 
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